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Abstract

Advances in natural language processing, such
as transfer learning from pre-trained language
models, have impacted how models are trained
for programming language tasks too. Previous
research primarily explored code pre-training
and expanded it through multi-modality and
multi-tasking, yet the data for downstream
tasks remain modest in size. Focusing on data
utilization for downstream tasks, we propose
and adapt augmentation methods that yield
consistent improvements in code translation
and summarization by up to 6.9% and 7.5% re-
spectively. Further analysis suggests that our
methods work orthogonally and show benefits
in output code style and numeric consistency.
We also discuss test data imperfections.

1 Introduction

Recent years have seen the rapid development of
pre-trained models (PLMs) to enable knowledge
transfer from generic texts to specific downstream
tasks (Devlin et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2019). PLMs
have been applied to the programming language do-
main as well, following the same paradigm of (con-
tinuing) training PLMs on code and text data, and
then fine-tuning them for specific tasks (Kanade
et al., 2020; Feng et al., 2020). PLMs are often
adapted to programming languages by including
code-specific modalities as part of the input like
serialized syntax trees and data flows (Guo et al.,
2021, 2022; Tipirneni et al., 2022). Such works
have outperformed rule-based tools in various tasks,
e.g. the CodeXGLUE benchmark (Lu et al., 2021).

Despite the abundance of raw code available for
pre-training, code data that meet downstream needs
stay modest in size. This is due to the fact that,
unlike texts, code datasets cannot be easily curated
by people without programming knowledge. For
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example, code translation data in CodeXGLUE is
sized at 10K, which is orders of magnitude smaller
than their natural language counterparts that often
include millions of instances (Kocmi et al., 2022).

We are therefore motivated to enrich data in
the fine-tuning phase of code PLMs, using auto-
matic data augmentation (DA) methods like back-
translation, monolingual, multilingual, and nu-
meric augmentation. We extensively experiment on
code translation, where a programming language is
converted to another, and summarization, where a
textual description is produced from a code block.
Even with limited resources, we can lift perfor-
mance by 6.9% for translation and 7.5% for sum-
marization compared to baselines. Through man-
ual inspection and extra evaluation measures, we
demonstrate that our methods lead to desirable en-
hancements special to code, namely better output
code style and number correctness.

2 Methodology

2.1 Data synthesis

Back-translation (BT, Sennrich et al., 2016) is a
data augmentation technique originated from ma-
chine translation, where an auxiliary model is used
to construct pseudo-parallel data from monolingual
resources. It can be straightforwardly applied to
code translation. Formally, to train a model f() that
converts a programming language PLx into PLy,
we first train an inverse model g(PLy) → PLx

with the same parallel data. Having the inverse
model g(), extra monolingual data in PLy is trans-
lated into PL′

x to form pseudo-parallel pairs PL′
x-

PLy that can be used to train f().
For code summarization, back-translation is

not applicable as “monolingual” natural language
(NL) summaries unaligned to code hardly exist.
Hence we propose to use the summaries originally
associated with a single programming language as
a pivot for other programming languages. After
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inversing code-to-text data which has source side
code available in multiple programming languages
(PL1 → NL, . . . , PLn → NL), we train a mul-
tilingual text-to-code generator, which outputs a
designated programming language given a natu-
ral language summary and a target language tag
(NL+ tag{1,...n} → {PL1, . . . , PLn}). This gen-
erator can iteratively produce code in different PLs
by inputting summaries regardless of the original
PL → NL alignment. These synthesized data,
despite having a lower quality, can augment the
training data for summarization.

2.2 Utilization of multilinguality
Currey et al. (2017) suggested that including mono-
lingual data in the target language as an additional
autoencoding (AE) objective benefits translation
models trained on limited data. We migrate this ob-
jective to code translation by mixing PLx → PLy

and PLy → PLy data. This effectively builds a
multilingual encoder that enables knowledge trans-
fer, given the high similarity between programming
languages, namely the overlap of numerals, syntax
tokens, reserved keywords, etc. This process con-
strains the decoder side to a single programming
language PLy to not add complexity.

In code summarization, as the target NL is fun-
damentally divergent from the input PL, the au-
toencoding objective might not be useful. In con-
trast, we train a “multilingual” code summarization
model {PL1, . . . , PLn} → NL where the system
takes an arbitrary programming language to pro-
duce a natural language summary. Such a many-to-
one model allows encoder knowledge sharing too
and exposes the decoder to more NL summaries.

2.3 Numeric awareness
Referenced variables and their values are unique
components of programming languages; to en-
hance understanding of these values, previous
works on pre-training suggested attending to ap-
propriate modalities, e.g. data flow (Guo et al.,
2021). Such sophisticated handling of values might
not be necessary for code translation, as copying
them over to the target suffices. However, given
a small training size, any translation model will
still only be exposed to sparse numerical input. To
increase model robustness, we augment the data
by creating new instances where, in all code to-
kens containing a number, each digit is randomly
replaced with another digit, consistently on both
the source and target sides. We do not distinguish

PLM encoder

51enc("5")

"int" "a" "=" "num" "/" "5" ";"

00enc("a")

feed forward layer

encoder out encoder out

Figure 1: Numeric encoding with a PLM encoder, ex-
emplifying how “a” and “5” are encoded differently.

between purely numerical tokens and tokens in-
cluding a number. For instance, a variable “num1”
could become “num4” in the augmented code pair.
The method guarantees that the number-swapped
synthetic code is grammatical and compilable.

Apart from numerical augmentation, we propose
to include input numbers directly in the encoder
output as mathematical values, complementary to
their string embedding representations. As illus-
trated in Figure 1, we append two dimensions to the
original encoder output. Particularly, one dimen-
sion (red, left) is a binary value (0/1) indicating
whether the respective input is a number, while
the other dimension (green, right) inherits the in-
put’s value, or 0 if the input is not numeric. The
expanded embedding can be reduced to its origi-
nal size via a feed-forward layer; such a change
requires no modification to the pre-trained encoder.

3 Experiments

3.1 Tasks, datasets and evaluation

We benchmark our methods on the code task suite
CodeXGLUE (Lu et al., 2021). Its translation
task uses code originally developed in Java and
then migrated to C#, so the corresponding C#-
Java snippets are considered parallel. Training,
validation, and test sizes are 10K, 0.5K, and 1K.
For back-translation, we translated 377K lines of
monolingual Java, albeit out-of-domain, from other
CodeXGLUE tasks, into C#. To ensure that the
target side consists of genuine data, we only exper-
imented with the C#→Java direction as there is no
other C# code in the benchmark for BT.

The summarization task employs CodeSearch-
Net (Husain et al., 2019) and covers six languages:
Ruby, JavaScript, Go, Python, Java, and PHP. Train-
ing sizes range from 25K to 250K, totalling 908K;
validation and test sets are between 1K and 15K.
We performed multilingual back-translation by re-
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BLEU EM CodeBLEU†

CodeBERT
paper 72.14 58.0 -
replicate 72.92 57.4 78.93 (72.92 / 73.61 / 87.08 / 82.10)
BT 77.34 61.4 83.36 (77.34 / 78.11 / 90.34 / 87.64)
+ AE 77.60 61.8 83.47 (77.60 / 78.30 / 90.02 / 87.96)

GraphCodeBERT
paper 72.64 58.8 -
replicate 72.66 58.9 78.55 (72.66 / 73.35 / 87.44 / 80.74)
BT 75.15 60.7 82.13 (75.15 / 75.86 / 90.06 / 87.46)
+ AE 76.15 62.5 82.88 (76.15 / 76.87 / 90.54 / 87.95)
†average (n-gram / weighted n-gram / syntax / data flow)

Table 1: Test results for C#→Java translation.

versing the dataset so no external data is introduced;
this leads to a five-fold BT data of 4.5M (908K×5).
All programming languages share an equal amount
of original and synthetic data combined. Moreover,
to compare the quality of neural back-translation
against hand-written rule-based conversion, we cre-
ated 80K JavaScript-summary pairs from Python-
summary data using jsbuilder.

We report code translation results in BLEU-4
(Papineni et al., 2002), exact line matches (EM, in
%), and CodeBLEU, a weighted sum of four ac-
curacies: n-grams, weighted n-grams, syntax, and
data flow (Ren et al., 2020). Code summarization
performance is measured by the de facto choice of
BLEU-4 on natural language texts.

3.2 Systems

For all tasks, we use the CodeXGLUE baseline,
i.e. CodeBERT with a Transformer decoder, for
our base and inverse models (for data synthesis).
We continue training PLMs on the augmented data,
then fine-tune on the original data, except for nu-
meric augmentation where we mix the synthetic
data with the training set. Monolingual and multi-
lingual summarization experiments share the same
configurations. For numeric encoding with Code-
BERT, we add a feed-forward layer to make the
baseline as deep as our proposed network.

To provide results with stronger baselines, we
also test with GraphCodeBERT (Guo et al., 2021)
for translation and UniXcoder (Guo et al., 2022)
for summarization. This helps to verify the stability
of data augmentation performance across distinct
PLM architectures. We stick to the relevant PLMs’
hyperparameters except for batch size. Model and
training details, with links to the preprocessing and
evaluation scripts, can be found in Appendix A.

Ruby JS Go Py Java PHP Avg.

CodeBERT
paper 12.16 14.90 18.07 19.06 17.65 25.16 17.83
monolingual 12.39 14.13 17.89 18.22 18.66 25.14 17.73
+ rule-trans - 15.35 - - - - -
+ BT 13.76 15.00 18.30 18.60 19.64 25.69 18.50
multilingual 14.93 15.53 18.68 18.71 19.70 25.96 18.92
+ rule-trans 14.58 15.65 18.77 18.95 19.86 25.98 18.97
+ BT 14.91 15.81 18.88 18.97 19.69 26.10 19.06

UniXcoder
paper 14.87 15.85 19.07 19.13 20.31 26.54 19.30
monolingual 14.81 15.28 18.93 19.05 20.22 26.66 19.16
multilingual 15.15 15.64 19.03 19.22 20.45 26.59 19.35
+ BT 14.94 15.85 19.29 19.36 20.43 26.69 19.43

Table 2: Test results for code summarization in BLEU.

3.3 Results and Discussions

We first show translation results in Table 1, where
back-translation surpasses baselines by a large mar-
gin for both PLMs; on top of it, autoencoding
brings a small gain. Table 2 indicates that back-
translation also steadily helps code summarization
overall. An interesting pattern from both PLMs
is that BT helps Ruby and Java less than other
languages. Furthermore, learning a single multilin-
gual model is better than learning separate mono-
lingual models, potentially due to transfer learning
between programming languages and the increase
in natural language data size on the output side.

Table 3 reports the results for numeric augmen-
tation and numeric encoding in translation. Adding
number-swapped data to training surpasses the
baseline, while our numeric encoding proposal
under-performs the baseline. To accommodate the
neural network weights which are orders of magni-
tude smaller than the variable values encountered
in code, we investigate linear and logarithmic value
scaling. As the scaling gets smaller, result num-
bers gradually catch up; the optimal is a logarith-
mic transformation, whereby the model attains the
highest performance.

To directly assess our value-aware augmentation,
we compute and append output token accuracies
to Table 3, with a distinction between numeric and
non-numeric tokens. We can observe that the nu-
merical approaches aid number generation without
compromising non-numbers, and the improvement
in number correctness is generally consistent with
the improvement in BLEU and EM. Additional vi-
sualization in Appendix B.2 implies that DA mod-
els can maintain numeric consistency even when
the output is extremely long and complicated.
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BLEU EM CodeBLEU Token Accuracy
numeric non-numeric

CodeBERT + FFN 72.88 58.0 78.07 (72.88 / 73.66 / 86.15 / 79.59) 74.50 86.72
+ numeric augmentation 74.00 59.5 79.43 (74.00 / 74.72 / 87.01 / 82.00) 76.14 87.30

numeric encoding 72.95 58.1 78.77 (72.95 / 73.74 / 86.96 / 81.45) 73.74 86.84
+ numeric augmentation with value scaling
×102 71.32 51.6 77.71 (71.32 / 72.25 / 86.22 / 81.05) 72.48 85.98
×1 (no scaling) 72.51 57.4 78.45 (72.51 / 73.38 / 86.47 / 81.46) 72.92 86.49
×10−2 73.48 59.2 79.41 (73.48 / 74.28 / 87.31 / 82.56) 74.11 87.11
×10−4 74.01 58.9 79.73 (74.07 / 74.75 / 87.29 / 82.87) 74.93 87.48
log10() 74.16 59.1 79.84 (74.16 / 74.91 / 87.39 / 82.90) 75.22 87.32

Table 3: Test results for C#→Java translation with numeric augmentation and encoding.

BLEU EM CodeBLEU Token Accuracy
numeric non-numeric

CodeBERT replicate 72.92 57.4 78.93 (72.92 / 73.61 / 87.08 / 82.10) 74.64 87.54
BT 77.34 61.4 83.36 (77.34 / 78.11 / 90.34 / 87.64) 78.09 88.62
+ num. aug. original only 77.69 61.0 83.44 (77.69 / 78.33 / 90.19 / 87.56) 78.54 88.69
+ num. aug. BT and original 77.37 60.9 83.43 (77.37 / 78.07 / 90.36 / 87.94) 77.16 88.55

BT + AE 77.60 61.8 83.47 (77.60 / 78.30 / 90.02 / 87.96) 77.16 88.64
+ num. aug. original only 77.96 62.0 83.63 (77.96 / 78.62 / 90.15 / 87.82) 78.01 88.79

Table 4: Test results for C#→Java translation with multiple augmentation techniques.

Finally, Table 4 examines if the above methods,
namely back-translation and numeric augmenta-
tion, work orthogonally. It is observed that better
results are achieved when numeric augmentation
is applied to the original data, but not to the back-
translated data. This is probably because BT is
already of inferior quality, so numerical augmenta-
tion introduces extra noise. Nevertheless, combin-
ing BT and AE with numeric augmentation over
the original data leads to the best outcome.

4 Analysis

Upon inspecting the translation test outputs, we
find that our data-augmented model is better ex-
posed to the target Java language: it has learned the
Java programming conventions instead of follow-
ing the input code style. We present test instances
focused on element retrieval methods, by listing
sources, references, and outputs from the Code-
BERT baseline and our BT-augmented model in Ta-
ble 5. Whilst direct retrieval of an element through
reference to its position is possible in Java, we ob-
serve that the baseline tends to imitate the code
style in source C#, but the DA model closely fol-
lows the Java coding convention where the inbuilt
method get() is favoured over directly accessing
the attributes by indices.

We should note that in the translation test set a
small proportion of code pairs seem to be divergent,

which can lead to an inaccurate estimate of trans-
lation performance. We record a few examples of
these imperfections in Appendix B.1, but leave in-
depth investigation and refinement for future work.

5 Related Works

Recent research at the intersection of natural lan-
guage processing and programming languages con-
centrated on pre-training. Kanade et al. (2020)
trained CuBERT to obtain embeddings for code
understanding tasks. Feng et al. (2020) developed
CodeBERT by training RoBERTa on bimodal text-
code data with replaced token detection (Clark
et al., 2020). In GraphCodeBERT, Guo et al. (2021)
incorporated data flow edge prediction and data-
variable alignment. Researchers expanded decoder-
only models to the code domain too, e.g. CodeGPT,
Codex, and Pangu-Coder (Lu et al., 2021; Chen
et al., 2021; Christopoulou et al., 2022). Universal
encoder-decoder code PLMs have also been pre-
sented: PyMT5, CodeT5, PLBART, UniXcoder,
and StructCoder (Clement et al., 2020; Wang et al.,
2021; Ahmad et al., 2021; Guo et al., 2022; Tipir-
neni et al., 2022). UniXcoder, which we used,
adopts attention masks to control encoder-decoder
behaviours in a shared encoder-decoder network.

Datasets for specific tasks concerning code are
usually small, so data augmentation can help to
boost performance. Roziere et al. (2020) combined
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// test #85
C# source ... GetEscherRecord(int index){return escherRecords[index];}
Java reference ... getEscherRecord(int index){return escherRecords.get(index);}
baseline ... getEscherRecord(int index) {return escherRecords[index];}
DA model ... getEscherRecord(int index) {return escherRecords.get(index);}

// test #90
C# source public virtual IQueryNode GetChild(){return GetChildren()[0];}
Java reference public QueryNode getChild() {return getChildren().get(0);}
baseline public QueryNode getChild() {return getChildren() == 0);}
DA model public QueryNode getChild() {return getChildren().get(0);}

// test #978
C# source public virtual SrndQuery GetSubQuery(int qn) { return m_queries[qn]; }
Java reference public SrndQuery getSubQuery(int qn) {return queries.get(qn);}
baseline public SrndQuery getSubQuery(int qn) {return queries[qn];}
DA model public SrndQuery getSubQuery(int qn) {return queries.get(qn); }

Table 5: C#-Java output translations of element retrieval methods, before and after data augmentation.

cross-lingual masked modelling and iterative back-
translation to build an unsupervised code transcom-
piler. Ahmad et al. (2022) ran code-to-text sum-
marization then text-to-code generation, to obtain
translation data. In contrast, we train a text-to-code
generation model by reversing the summarization
data; our methods differ in both the procedure and
the intended task. Also, Yu et al. (2022) crafted
rules for source code transformation, whilst our
investigation is on automatic neural methods. Fi-
nally, techniques like dead code insertion and vari-
able renaming in malware obfuscation (You and
Yim, 2010), as well as string manipulation (e.g.
token noising, swapping, deletion) can be useful.
Nonetheless, these methods are not task-specific,
meaning they could be more appropriate for the
generic code pre-training stage.

6 Conclusion

We adapt several data augmentation techniques
to programming language translation and summa-
rization. Our investigation includes data synthe-
sis, knowledge sharing via multilinguality, and
numeric-aware techniques. Enhanced performance
is observed in experiments conducted on a variety
of pre-trained code language models, and our anal-
ysis demonstrates that these methods can benefit
output code style and numeric correctness.

7 Limitations

We identify the main limitation to lie in evaluation
since we relied on automatic text metrics for both
code and text generation. Ideally, code should be
treated with software testing practices such as code
review, compilation, unit testing, etc. Evaluation
is further undermined given the test data issues

revealed in Section 4 and Appendix B.1, so more
human analysis should be of interest.

We also do not cover all potential code genera-
tion tasks, e.g. code synthesis, where a code snippet
is created given a textual description. In this task,
the source side carries much less information than
the target. We apply a back-translation-style aug-
mentation, but it does not significantly surpass the
state-of-the-art PLM. Due to space constraints, we
offer some preliminary views in Appendix C.
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A Model Configurations

Our training and model configurations are summa-
rized here and in Table 6. We retain the relevant
PLMs’ default configurations as much as possible,
except for a grid search on the learning rate for code
summarization with UniXcoder. We also changed
the batch size to utilize our GPUs.

The randomly initialized Transformer decoder
attached to CodeBERT and GraphCodeBERT has 6

layers, 12 heads, 768 hidden dimensions, and other
hyperparameters as default in PyTorch. For the nu-
meric encoding experiments with CodeBERT, we
append 2 dimensions to CodeBERT’s 768d encoder
output, then transform it back to 768d using a linear
layer. To ensure a fair comparison, a 768d-to-768d
layer is added to the baseline to make it as deep.

All experiments are given a fixed budget to run.
We save the best checkpoint according to validation
BLEU. Results in the paper are based on a single
run, but the experiments were benchmarked on
PLMs of different architectures to reflect stability.

B More Inspections on Translation Test

B.1 Test imperfections

We show a few translation test instances that are
not perfectly parallel in Table 7. In these cases, the
code in two languages will not function exactly the
same when being executed.

B.2 Numeric consistency

Complementing the number accuracy figures re-
ported in Section 3.3, we list translation outputs
containing numbers in Table 9 for visualization. It
conveys the idea that our DA models can ensure
number consistency even in very long and compli-
cated outputs. In the baseline outputs, for example
in test #436, number incorrectness further leads to
undesirable hallucinations, which can be prevented
in the DA model’s output.

Hyperparameter Value

PLM checkpoints CodeBERT: https://huggingface.co/microsoft/codebert-base
GraphCodeBERT: https://huggingface.co/microsoft/graphcodebert-base
UniXcoder: https://huggingface.co/microsoft/unixcoder-base
CodeGPT: https://huggingface.co/microsoft/CodeGPT-small-java-adaptedGPT2
StructCoder: https://github.com/reddy-lab-code-research/structcoder

trainable parameters CodeBERT: 172.5M
+ numeric encoding: + 591k

GraphCodeBERT: 172.5M
UniXcoder: 126.5M
CodeGPT: 124.4M
StructCoder: 223.4M

learning rate translation: 5e-5

summarization: 1e-5, 5e-5, 1e-6 , 5e-6

synthesis: 5e-5

optimizer Adam (epsilon=1e-8)
training loss cross-entropy (perplexity)
validation metric best BLEU
beam size 10
CodeXGLUE https://github.com/microsoft/CodeXGLUE
jsbuilder https://github.com/tvst/jsbuilder
javalang https://github.com/c2nes/javalang

Table 6: Model and training configurations.
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// test #307
C# source public override string ToString(){return "IndexSearcher("

+ reader + "; executor=" + executor + ")";}
Java reference public String toString() {return "IndexSearcher("

+ reader + "; executor=" + executor
+ "; sliceExecutionControlPlane " + sliceExecutor + ")";}

// test #518
C# source public override PushConnection OpenPush() throw

{new NGit.Errors.NotSupportedException(
JGitText.Get().pushIsNotSupportedForBundleTransport);}

Java reference public PushConnection openPush() throws
{TransportException return new TcpPushConnection();}

// test #892
C# source public Builder(): base(){lastDocID = -1;wordNum = -1;word = 0;}
Java reference public Builder() {this(true);}

// test #902
C# source public override string ToString(){return "term="+ term+", field="

+field+", value="+value;}
Java reference public String toString() {return "term="+term+", field="

+field+", value="+valueToString()+",docIDUpto="+docIDUpto;}

Table 7: C#-Java test instances that are not perfectly parallel, with divergence shown in bold.

C Code Synthesis with Augmentation

For code synthesis, while reversing the summariza-
tion data is a natural solution, the difficulty lies in
forming the class environment (visible and usable
variables and methods) because. We parse the code
in a summarization instance to obtain positive to-
kens, as well as randomly sample tokens from other
genuine code as negative signals. In other words,
from PL→ NL pairs, we construct code synthesis
data NL+ parse(PL) + random(PL′)→ PL.

We experiment on CodeXGLUE’s code synthe-
sis task, which samples data from CONCODE (Iyer
et al., 2018) at 100K/2K/2K for training/valida-
tion/test. The source contains a text description
as well as the available class variable and func-
tion names, and the target is the corresponding
Java code. We reverse the Java summary data to
create 181K synthetic data; to get available vari-
able and method names, the code is parsed by
javalang into tokens. Following CodeXGLUE,
we use CodeGPT-adapted as a base model; we fur-
ther experiment with StructCoder (Tipirneni et al.,
2022) which is a more up-to-date code PLM.

The outputs are evaluated by BLEU, EM, and
CodeBLEU, similar to translation. Note that the
test references are not publicly available, and test
predictions need to be sent to the CodeXGLUE
authors for evaluation, so we report results on both
the validation and test set for reproducibility.

We notice that for CodeGPT, our augmentation

work yields a small gain on validation and test
sets. However, it does not improve upon the latest
PLM for a few possible reasons: 1) StructCoder is
remarkably stronger than CodeGPT, thus the room
for improvement is small; 2) the summarization
data we used to augment the synthesis task could
be different in terms of topic, length, style, etc,
resulting in a domain drift.

BLEU EM CodeBLEU

CodeGPT on validation
replicate 28.13 16.1 31.65
+ augmentation 29.04 16.6 32.35

StructCoder on validation
replicate 37.30 18.2 40.42
+ augmentation 37.48 18.7 40.47

CodeGPT on test
paper 32.79 20.1 35.98
replicate 32.66 20.1 35.89
+ augmentation 33.45 19.2 36.47

StructCoder on test
paper 40.91 22.4 44.77
replicate 41.57 22.6 44.61
+ augmentation 41.32 21.4 44.04

Table 8: Results for code synthesis.
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// test #131
C# source public ScaleClusterRequest(): base("CS", "2015-12-15", "ScaleCluster"

, "cs", "openAPI"){UriPattern = "/clusters/[ClusterId]";
Method = MethodType.PUT;}

Java reference public ScaleClusterRequest() {super("CS", "2015-12-15", "ScaleCluster"
, "csk");setUriPattern("/clusters/[ClusterId]");
setMethod(MethodType.PUT);}

baseline publicscaleClusterRequest() {super("CS", "2018-12-15", "ScaleCluster"
, "cs");setUriPattern("/clusters/[ClusterId]");
setMethod(MethodType.PUT);}

DA model public ClusterRequest() {super("CS", "2015-12-15", "ScaleCluster"
, "cs");setUriPattern("/clusters/[ClusterId]");
setMethod(MethodType.PUT);}

// test #436
C# source public void CopyTo(byte[] b, int o){FormatHexByte(b, o + 0, w1);

FormatHexByte(b, o + 8, w2);FormatHexByte(b, o + 16, w3);
FormatHexByte(b, o + 24, w4);FormatHexByte(b, o + 32, w5);}

Java reference public void copyTo(byte[] b, int o) {formatHexByte(b, o + 0, w1);
formatHexByte(b, o + 8, w2);formatHexByte(b, o + 16, w3);
formatHexByte(b, o + 24, w4);formatHexByte(b, o + 32, w5);}

baseline public void copyTo(byte[] b, int o) {formatHexByte(b, o1);
formatHexByte(b, o2);formatHexByte(b, o2);
formatHexByte(b, o3);formatHexByte(b,o + 24, w4);
formatHexByte(b, o + 32, w5);}

DA model public void copyTo(int[] b, int o) {formatHexByte(b, o + 0, w1);
formatHexByte(b, o + 8, w2);formatHexByte(b, o + 16, w3);
formatHexByte(b, o + 24, w4);formatHexByte(b, o + 32, w5);}

// test #716
C# source public override void Decode(byte[] blocks, int blocksOffset, int[]

values, int valuesOffset, int iterations){for (int j = 0;
j < iterations; ++j){var block = blocks[blocksOffset++];
values[valuesOffset++] = ((int)((uint)block >> 7)) & 1;
values[valuesOffset++] = ((int)((uint)block >> 6)) & 1;
values[valuesOffset++] = ((int)((uint)block >> 5)) & 1;
values[valuesOffset++] = ((int)((uint)block >> 4)) & 1;
values[valuesOffset++] = ((int)((uint)block >> 3)) & 1;
values[valuesOffset++] = ((int)((uint)block >> 2)) & 1;
values[valuesOffset++] = ((int)((uint)block >> 1)) & 1;
values[valuesOffset++] = block & 1;}}

Java reference public void decode(byte[] blocks, int blocksOffset, int[]
values, int valuesOffset, int iterations) {for (int j = 0;
j < iterations; ++j) {final byte block = blocks[blocksOffset++];
values[valuesOffset++] = (block >>> 7) & 1;
values[valuesOffset++] = (block >>> 6) & 1;
values[valuesOffset++] = (block >>> 5) & 1;
values[valuesOffset++] = (block >>> 4) & 1;
values[valuesOffset++] = (block >>> 3) & 1;
values[valuesOffset++] = (block >>> 2) & 1;
values[valuesOffset++] = (block >>> 1) & 1;
values[valuesOffset++] = block & 1;}}

baseline public void decode(byte[] blocks, int blocksOffset, int[]
values, int valuesOffset, int iterations) {for (int j = 0;
j < iterations; ++j) {final byte block = blocks[blocksOffset++];
values[valuesOffset++] = (block >>> 7) & 1;
values[valuesOffset++] = (block >>> 6) & 1;
values[valuesOffset++] = (block >>> 5) & 1;
values[valuesOffset++] = (block >>> 4) & 1;
values[valuesOffset++] = (block >>> 4) & 1;
values[valuesOffset++] = (block >>> 2) & 1;
values[valuesOffset++] = (block >>> 1) & 1;
values[valuesOffset++] = block & 1;}}

DA model public void decode(byte[] blocks, int blocksOffset, int[]
values, int valuesOffset, int iterations) {for (int j = 0;
j < iterations; ++j) {final byte block = blocks[blocksOffset++];
values[valuesOffset++] = (block >>> 7) & 1;
values[valuesOffset++] = (block >>> 6) & 1;
values[valuesOffset++] = (block >>> 5) & 1;
values[valuesOffset++] = (block >>> 4) & 1;
values[valuesOffset++] = (block >>> 3) & 1;
values[valuesOffset++] = (block >>> 2) & 1;
values[valuesOffset++] = (block >>> 1) & 1;
values[valuesOffset++] = block & 1;}}

Table 9: C#-Java output translations containing numbers, before and after data augmentation.
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